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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
_____
Trademark Trial and Appeal Board
_____
In re U.S. Tsubaki, Inc.
_____
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_____
James C. Wray, Esq. for U.S. Tsubaki, Inc.
Michele-Lynn Swain, Trademark Examining Attorney, Law Office 116 (Michael W.
Baird, Managing Attorney).
_____
Before Rogers, Kuhlke and Bergsman, Administrative Trademark Judges.1
Opinion by Bergsman, Administrative Trademark Judge:
U.S. Tsubaki, Inc. (“applicant”) filed a use-based application to register the
mark TSUBAKI:

THE CHOICE FOR CHAIN, in standard character form, for

“industrial machine parts, namely, chains and sprockets,” in Class 7.2
Judge Grendel sat on the panel at the oral argument. He has since retired, and Judge
Rogers has been substituted for him on this decision. The change in composition of the
panel does not necessitate a rehearing of the oral argument. Hunt Control Systems Inc. v.
Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V., 98 USPQ2d 1558, 1560 (TTAB 2011). See also In re
Bose, 772 F.2d 866, 227 USPQ 1, 4 (Fed. Cir. 1985).
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Applicant disclaimed the exclusive right to use the word “Chain” and stated that the
English translation of “Tsubaki” is “camellia.”

Serial No. 85267349
The Trademark Examining Attorney has refused registration pursuant to
Sections 1 and 45 of the Trademark Act of 1946, 15 U.S.C. §§ 1051 and 1127, on the
ground that applicant failed to submit a specimen showing proper trademark use.
The Trademark Examining Attorney contends that the specimens of use submitted
by applicant are not acceptable to show use of the mark in connection with the
goods because they are merely advertising material.
Section 45 of the Trademark Act states that a mark is deemed to be in use in
commerce
(1)

on goods when—

(A)
it is placed in any manner on the goods or their
containers or the displays associated therewith or on the
tags or labels affixed thereto, or if the nature of the goods
makes such placement impracticable, then on documents
associated with the goods or their sale, and
(B)

the goods are sold or transported in commerce.3

Trademark Rule 2.56(b)(1), 37 C.F.R. § 2.56(b)(1) provides:
A trademark specimen is a label, tag, or container for the
goods, or a display associated with the goods. The Office
may accept another document related to the goods or the
sale of the goods when it is impracticable to place the
mark on the goods or packaging for the goods.
See also In re Sones, 590 F.3d 1282, 93 USPQ2d 1118, 1123 (Fed. Cir. 2009) (“the
test for an acceptable … specimen, is simply that it must in some way evince that
the mark is ‘associated’ with the goods and serves as an indicator of source”); and In
re Marriott, 459 F.2d 525, 173 USPQ 799 (CCPA 1972). Thus, something other than
While section 45 specifically provides that use of a mark on advertising qualifies as “use in
commerce” for a service mark, it omits use on advertising under the provision for marks
used on goods, i.e., trademarks.
3
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a label, tag, container, or display associated with the goods is acceptable only upon
a showing that it is “impracticable to place the mark on the goods or packaging for
the goods.” The TMEP explains further that a qualifying “display” will essentially
comprise “point-of-sale material such as banners, shelf-talkers, window displays,
menus, and similar devices.” TMEP § 904.03(g). Consistent with Section 45 of the
Trademark Act, this TMEP section goes on to explain that “[f]olders, brochures, or
other materials that describe goods and their characteristics or serve as advertising
literature are not per se ‘displays’” and that “[i]n order to rely on such materials as
specimens, an applicant must submit evidence of point-of-sale presentation.”
(emphasis added). The TMEP also explains that “[i]n appropriate cases, catalogs
are acceptable specimens of trademark use,” but again qualifies this provision by
noting that catalogs that do not “(1) include[] a picture or a sufficient textual
description of the relevant goods; (2) show[] the mark in association with the goods;
and (3) include[] the information necessary to order the goods” may constitute “mere
advertising” material and thus not qualify.

TMEP § 904.03(h) (October 2013).

“[T]he mere inclusion of a phone number, Internet address and/or mailing address
on an advertisement describing the product is not in itself sufficient to meet the
criteria for a display associated with the goods. There must be an offer to accept
orders or instructions on how to place an order.” Id.4 See also In re MediaShare
Corp., 43 USPQ2d 1304, 1306 (TTAB 1997) (fact sheets, catalogs, or brochures

Contrary to applicant’s argument at the oral hearing, the TMEP does not advise that
merely providing contact information, such as a telephone number, is sufficient to
transform advertising into a display associated with the goods.
4
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submitted as specimens were not displays associated with the goods, in part,
because they did not include any information as to how to order the products or the
terms and conditions under which the software was available for license).
Applicant asserts that the specimens of record “are catalogs that offer the
Applicant’s products to customers by inviting orders using the telephone number
show [sic] in the catalog. Thus, as required by TMEP §904.03(h) (October 2013), the
provided specimens offer to accept orders and provide instructions on how to place
an order.”5 The Examining Attorney takes the position that the catalogs do not
contain the necessary ordering information for the goods and therefore are mere
advertising.6
Our primary reviewing court has instructed that the Trademark Act
“specifies no particular requirements to demonstrate source or origin; for displays,
the mark must simply be ‘associated’ with the goods.” Sones, 93 USPQ2d at 1122,
citing In re Marriott, 459 F.2d 525, 173 USPQ 799 (CCPA 1972). However, the
court, in the context of reviewing a Board determination that a webpage specimen
did not qualify as a display associated with goods, also stated that a relevant
consideration was whether the webpage specimen had “a ‘point of sale nature.’”
Sones, 93 USPQ2d at 1124 (citing Lands’ End Inc. v. Manbeck, 797 F. Supp. 511, 24
USPQ2d 1314, 1316 (E.D. Va. 1992)). The determination of whether a proffered
catalog specimen is merely advertising or serves the function of a display associated
with the goods is a question of fact. In re Shipley Co., 230 USPQ 691, 694 (TTAB
5

Applicant’s Brief, pp. 1-2.

6

Trademark Examining Attorney Brief, unnumbered pages 4-5.
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1986). A display used in association with the goods is essentially a point-of-sale
display designed to catch the attention of purchasers as an inducement to
consummate a sale. Id. at 694 (“A crucial factor in the analysis is if the use of an
alleged mark is at a point of sale location”). “Factually, we need to ask whether the
purported point-of-sale display provides the potential purchaser with the
information normally associated with ordering products of that kind.” In re Anpath
Group Inc., 95 USPQ2d 1377, 1381 (TTAB 2010).
In order to determine whether applicant or the Trademark Examining
Attorney is correct, we must turn to a consideration of the specimens. Applicant
submitted six (6) specimens with its application. We discuss each specimen below.
A.

First specimen
The first specimen is an eight-page catalog or advertising brochure with the

title “There’s Nothing Standard about Tsubaki Performance.” The mark appears on
the lower right-hand corner of the first page. On page seven, applicant presents the
information set forth below.

5
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The
T fourth bullet
b
on th
he left-han
nd side read
ds as follow
ws:
Need
d attachment chain
ns?
Conttact our profession
nal
custo
omer servicce team to
o get answ
wers to qu
uestions an
nd
fast quotes.
q
Your businesss is our #1
1 priority.
On
O the righ
ht-hand side, the text reads as foollows:
Get the
t right ch
hain, right away!
Simp
ply choose
e the cha
ain that works beest in you
ur
ype of atta
envirronment, and then sp
pecify the ty
achment an
nd
spaciing. One call
c
to Tsu
ubaki gets the processs going an
nd
we’re
e here to he
elp every sttep of the w
way.
Applicant’s
A
contact infformation appears on
n the bottom of page eight as sh
hown
below.
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Applicant
A
argues
a
tha
at page seven “inviites the ccustomer tto contact the
Applicant’s custom
mer servicce team to
o answer a
any questioons or to get quotess for
placing orders.

On
O the ne
ext page of
o the sam
me specimeen, the ca
atalog listss the

telephon
ne numberrs for the cu
ustomer to use to pla
ace an orderr.”7
A simple in
nvitation to
o call appliicant to geet informattion – even
n to get qu
uotes
for placiing orders – does nott provide a means of oordering th
he product. As the B
Board
held in Anpath, “[[o]ur hypotthetical, po
otential cu
ustomer, affter review
wing applica
ant's
specime
en with itss limited ordering
o
in
nformation , is simply
y not yet a
at the poin
nt of
purchasse, and wou
uld contactt applicantt to obtain prelimina
ary informa
ation necesssary
to orderr the goodss; it is only after obtaining such
h information, which is not prov
vided
on the specimen,
s
c
actua
ally place a
an order w
with applica
ant's
that the purchaser could
sales offfice.” In ree Anpath Group
G
Inc., 95 USPQ
Q2d at 1381
1. Comparre Land’s E
End,
24 USP
PQ2d at 13
316, in whiich the Cou
urt found catalog specimens too be accepttable
displayss associate
ed with the
e goods be
ecause “a ccustomer can identify
y a listing and
make a decision to
t purchase by filling
g out the sales form
m and send
ding it in oor by
i a purcha
ase by phon
ne.”
calling in

7

Applica
ant’s Brief, p.
p 3.
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In Anpath, the Board focused on “whether the purported point-of-sale display
provides the potential purchaser with the information normally associated with
ordering products of that kind”:
Turning then to applicant’s substitute flyer, a generous
portion of the text is devoted to touting the benefits of
these goods. What is missing is a sales form, or ordering
information anywhere on the specimen. In point of fact,
the potential purchaser has no actual information about
the minimum quantities of applicant’s goods one may
order, how much the goods cost, how one might pay for
the products, how the large containers of liquid would be
shipped, etc.
95 USPQ2d at 1381.
Likewise, in this case, applicant's specimen indicating how one can obtain
more information regarding chains and sprockets is simply promotional material. It
does not provide a sales form or ordering information. There is no information
about minimum quantities one must order, how much the goods cost, or how the
orders are shipped. Such advertising is not acceptable to show trademark use on
goods. See Section 45 of the Trademark Act; In re Anpath Group Inc., 95 USPQ2d
at 1381; In re MediaShare Corp., 43 USPQ2d at 1307. Similarly, the company
name, address and phone number that appear on the last page of the catalog
indicate only location information about applicant; it does not constitute a means to
order goods through the mail or by telephone, in the way that a catalog sales form
provides a means for one to fill out a sales form or call in a purchase by phone.
Compare In re Valenite Inc., 84 USPQ2d 1346, 1348-49 (TTAB 2007), in which, in
addition, Valenite’s director of marketing stated in his declaration that “these [tollfree] numbers are now, and … have been, used to place orders for the goods” and
8
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the specialized industrial nature of applicant’s goods was supported by applicant’s
webpage specimen corroborating applicant’s argument that “[s]election and
ordering of VALPRO systems and components requires careful calculation and
technical knowledge.”

The Board in Valenite also noted that the examining

attorney did not dispute this point.

Id. at 1349.

However, in this case, the

Examining Attorney has disputed the commercial impression engendered by the
display of applicant’s contact information:
In the case at hand, the provided specimens do not
indicate to consumers that they can place orders for the
identified goods via the provided contact information.
Accordingly, because the provided specimens do not
contain instructions to consumers as to how to place an
order using the provided contact information, such
specimens are mere advertising material.8
The specimen at issue does not contain any information normally associated
with ordering products via the telephone or the Internet. There are no sales forms,
no pricing information, no offers to accept orders, and no special instructions for
placing orders anywhere on the specimen.

There are no instructions regarding

what information the caller needs to have available to help applicant process an
order.

Applicant is asking us to infer from the face of the specimen that it is

common for customers to purchase applicant’s chain through the telephone or
through the Internet.
We acknowledge the explanation by applicant’s counsel that “[o]rders are
taken over the telephone by skilled chain experts in U.S. Tsubaki, Inc. Customers
December 7, 2011 Office action. See also the Trademark Examining Attorney’s Brief, pp.
4-5 (unnumbered).
8
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initiate telephone calls to the telephone number on the catalog and order the
products by telephone.”9 Thus, applicant concludes that “[t]he specimen includes
the information necessary to order the goods (e.g., the telephone number) for
placing orders.”10 Further, applicant argues that the “internet address provides a
website that also contains information for requesting quotations on specific
chains.”11 However, neither the ability to request a quotation via the internet or by
phone evidences that the specimen constitutes a point of sale display. Utilization of
either requires taking additional steps to consummate a sale.
Moreover, there is no actual proof to support these statements in the record.
We have only applicant’s counsel’s statements as to how applicant and its
competitors sell chains and sprockets. Putting aside whether a declaration from
outside counsel could ever qualify as acceptable proof of these sort of facts,12 we
have here no foundational information about counsel’s investigation of, or
understanding of, applicant’s business, that would put him in a position to make
statements regarding the marketing of the products at issue, which in this case is
essential to our analysis of the registrability of the mark. Cf. In re Simulations
Publications, Inc., 521 F.2d 797, 187 USPQ 147, 148 (CCPA 1975) (where appellant

Applicant’s June 6, 2012 response to Office action. See also Applicant’s October 3, 2011
response to Office action.
9
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Applicant’s June 6, 2012 response to Office action.

11

Id.

Cf. In re DeBaun, 687 F.2d 459, 214 USPQ 933, 934 & n.4 (CCPA 1982) (“we need not
evaluate the weight to be given to the attorney’s declaration with respect to statements
more appropriately made by appellant”); In re Nat’l Distiller & Chem. Corp., 297 F.2d 941,
132 USPQ 271, 274 (CCPA 1962).

12
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argued that the magazines at issue deal with unrelated subject matter, the court
held that “[s]tatements in a brief cannot take the place of evidence.”); In re
Scarbrough, 500 F.2d 560, 182 USPQ 298, 302 (CCPA 1974) (where patent claims
were rejected for the insufficiency of disclosure under Section 112, the response of
appellant was argument in lieu of evidence leading the court to hold that “argument
of counsel cannot take the place of evidence lacking in the record.”); In re
Vsesoyuzny Ordena Trudovogo Krasnogo Znameni, 219 USPQ 69, 70 (TTAB 1983)
(applicant argued without corroborating evidence that its brochure would be
recognized as an offer of services leading the Board to hold that “[u]nfortunately we
have no evidence of record to this effect and assertions in briefs are normally not
recognized as evidence”); Spin Physics, Inc. v. Matsushita Electric Industrial Co.,
Ltd., 168 USPQ 605, 607 (TTAB 1970) (“The arguments and opinions of counsel for
applicant are wholly insufficient to overcome the facts established by the Sugaya
report.”). Compare In re Valenite Inc., 84 USPQ at 1348 (appellant submitted the
declaration of its director of marketing who testified that appellant’s customers
regularly order its products by contacting the customer service department by
telephone).
If applicant wished to show that orders for its industrial chain cannot readily
be ordered by reference to particular goods and pricing information, and are
regularly ordered by telephone following customer review of technical information
in its specimens and consultation with employees of applicant, so that applicant’s
specimens are viewed as point of sale displays, applicant was obligated to introduce

11
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such ev
vidence to rebut the prima faccie case m ade by thee Tradema
ark Examiining
Attorney. In case
es such as this, wherre it is assserted thatt the naturre of the g
goods
and the consumers therefor require mo
ore involveed means foor ordering
g products,, it is
critical that the ex
xamining attorney
a
be
e provided w
with detailled informa
ation aboutt the
f orderin
ng goods, and
a
that su
uch inform
mation be ccorroborateed by sufficcient
means for
evidentiiary support, for exam
mple, a decclaration fr
from the ap
pplicant ab
bout its proocess
for takiing and fillling orderss, as in th
he Valenitee case. At best, appllicant’s cattalog
pages provides
p
ap
pplicant’s telephone number a
and domain name a
as informa
ation
about ap
pplicant; th
he telephon
ne numberr and doma
ain name d
do not consstitute a means
to orderr applicant’’s chains by
y telephone or the In
nternet.
B.

Second
S
speccimen
The
T second specimen is a four-p
page cataloog or adverrtising brochure with
h the

title “Grripper Cha
ain.” The mark
m
appears in the lower righ
ht-hand corrner of the first
page. Applicant’s
A
contact in
nformation appears on the left-h
hand side of page fou
ur as
shown below.
b

For
F the rea
asons set forth abov
ve regardin
ng the “Th
here’s Nothing Standard
about Tsubaki
T
Pe
erformance
e” specime
en, the “G
Gripper Ch
hain” speciimen doess not
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provide a means of ordering the product; it merely provides applicant’s location and
telephone number and URL.
In its June 6, 2012 response to an Office action, applicant submitted a sixpage copy of the “Gripper Chain” specimen which added new pages 4 and 5. In
small print on the bottom of pages 4 and 5, the catalog states that “Products listed
in green are in stock and available for immediate delivery.” Applicant argues that
“[t]o a relevant customer, an engineer, that invites an order.” Setting aside the fact
that the second “Gripper Chain” catalog was not supported by a declaration that it
was in use at least as early as the filing date of the application and, therefore, it
may not be considered to be a specimen of use, the catalog is still nothing more than
an advertisement. There are no sales forms, no pricing information, no offers to
accept orders, and no special instructions for placing orders anywhere on the
specimen.13
C.

The third and fourth specimens
The third and fourth specimens are very similar. They appear to be two –

page specification sheets or flyers for “Stack Reclaimer Chains” and “WHX Series
Heavy Duty Drag Chains.” The mark appears in the upper right-hand corner of the
first page of each document. Page one of the “Stack Reclaimer Chains” document
also features the table shown below in the lower right-hand corner.
Applicant made these same assertions and arguments in its appeal in application Serial
No. 78698066, decided June 16, 2008, request for reconsideration denied August 11, 2008.
That application involved the same mark and the specimen set forth in Section D infra. In
that appeal, the Board pointed out that applicant presented counsel’s arguments regarding
the sales process but failed to submit any testimony or evidence from applicant itself and
the Board compared applicant’s failure to submit testimony and evidence in that
application to the successful presentation of evidence in the Valenite case.
13
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contact in
Applicant’s
A
nformation appears on
n the bottoom of pagee two as sh
hown
below.

Applicant
A
points
p
out that under the tablee in the “S
Stack Recllaimer Cha
ains”
document, the cattalog state
es “Contact U.S. Tsu
ubaki to ob
btain certiified printss for
ant.14
design and consttruction,” thus invitting the customers to contact applica
er, it is an
n invitatio
on for cusstomers too do furth
her researcch (i.e., ob
btain
Howeve
certified
d prints forr design an
nd construcction), not tto place an
n order. In
n fact, speciimen
Nos. 3 and
a 4 direcct customerrs to distrib
butors rath
her than h
having direect contact with
applican
nt.

14

Appliccant’s Brief, p. 4.
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D.

Fifth
F
specim
men
The
T
fifth sp
pecimen iss a “one pa
age solutioons catalog
g sheet” w
which appliicant

asserts displays ordering
o
in
nformation
n. Howeveer, there iss no orderring or con
ntact
informa
ation displa
ayed on the
e fifth specimen.
E.

Sixth
S
specim
men
The
T sixth sp
pecimen iss a “one pa
age Visit U
Us sheet.” T
The mark is promineently

displaye
ed on the sheet and
d applican
nt’s contactt informattion is dissplayed on
n the
bottom of the shee
et as shown
n below.

Like
L
the “G
Gripper Chain” specim
men [Sectiion B], the sixth speccimen doess not
provide a means of
o ordering the producct; it merelly providess an invitattion to visitt the
compan
ny’s trade sh
how booth..
Simply
S
statting that cu
ustomers are
a invited
d to contactt applicantt and proviiding
applican
nt’s conta
act inform
mation doe
es not trransform every cattalog, web
bsite,
advertissing brochu
ure, flyer, leaflet, etcc. into a diisplay used
d in associiation with
h the
goods. Congress did not crreate the use
u requireement of a trademarrk as a “straw
man” to
o be so ea
asily knocked down by pro fo
forma stateements th
hat advertiising
materia
als display
ying the mark
m
are used
u
in coonnection w
with actua
al sales off the
product. The use of advertiising materrial in con
nnection wiith the salees of a prooduct
does nott ipso facto
o make such advertisiing materia
al into a diisplay used
d in associa
ation
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with the goods sufficient to support technical trademark use for registration. See In
re Osterberg, 83 USPQ2d 1220, 1224 (TTAB 2007).
The simple fact that applicant provides a telephone number or website URL
for potential customers to contact applicant does not convert an ordinary
advertising display into a point-of-sale display associated with the goods.

By

definition, “advertising” means “to announce or praise [a product, service, etc.] in
some public medium of communication to induce people to buy or use it.” THE
RANDOM HOUSE DICTIONARY

OF THE

ENGLISH LANGUAGE (unabridged) (2d ed.

1987) (emphasis added). We take judicial notice of this definition. University of
Notre Dame du Lac v. J.C. Gourmet Food Imports Co., 213 USPQ 594, 596 (TTAB
1982), aff’d, 703 F.2d 1372, 217 USPQ 505 (Fed. Cir. 1983). Therefore, to be more
than mere advertising, a point-of-sale display associated with the goods must do
more than simply promote the goods and induce a person to buy them; that is the
purpose of advertising in general.

The specimen must be “calculated to

consummate a sale.” In re Bright of America, Inc., 205 USPQ 63, 71 (TTAB 1979).
See also In re Osterberg, 83 USPQ2d at 1224 (A “list of distributors and a link to
their websites” was not sufficient to make the webpage a display associated with
the goods).

In considering displays associated with the goods, the point-of-sale

nature of the display has always been an important factor. See In re Marriott, 173
USPQ at 800 (menu); Land’s End, Inc. v. Manbeck, 24 USPQ2d at 1316 (catalog);
and In re Shipley Co. Inc., 230 USPQ at 694 (trade show booth).

Applicant’s

catalogs do not have the characteristics that would make a catalog a point-of-sale
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display (e.g., sales forms, ordering information, minimum quantities, cost, payment
plans, shipping, etc.). After reviewing applicant’s catalogs, prospective customers
are not yet at the point of purchase and would need to contact applicant to obtain
additional information. It is only after obtaining such information, which is not
provided on the specimens, that the purchaser would be in a position to make a
purchasing decision.
The specimens simply do not contain adequate information for making a
decision to purchase the goods and placing an order and, therefore, we find that
applicant’s specimens are advertisements that do not show the mark TSUBAKI:
THE CHOICE FOR CHAINS used in commerce as a trademark for chains and
sprockets. The mere listing of telephone numbers for corporate headquarters and a
website URL does not turn what is otherwise an ordinary advertisement into a
point-of-sale display or a “display used in association with the goods” and, thus, into
a valid specimen showing technical trademark use.
Having reviewed all of the specimens (and other material) submitted by
applicant, we find that applicant has not submitted evidence showing proper use of
its mark in commerce.
Decision: The refusal to register is affirmed.
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